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ABSTR AC T 

The experimental &?la on vector meson photopro- 
duction and Compton scattering is analyzed by utilizing 
the dual absorptive model. The s-channel helicity con- 
serving (SIIC) PO~UXOII exchange amplitude in p” and 
+ photo:>ro&uction is found to shrink with s, in the same 
way as in F- and K-~-nucleon elastic scattering. The 
small SEX!-violatjng amplitudzs’are al.so studied. The 
ratio of amplitudes for 1 MI = 1 to m= 0 at the y-p 
vertex is shown to be similar to the ratio of corre- 
spor;ding TN amplitudes at. the proton vertex and both 
seem to depend only weakly on s. 

INTRODUC%‘ION 

My talk will bc devoted to discussion of new results on vector meson 
photoproduction, amplitude structure and the question of s-channel helicity 
conservation (SW) in diffractive photon processeLI p as well as to comparison 
of this data wit.11 TN scattering. The experimental photoproduction data is 
from a SLAC -Berkeley collaboratio;l. 1 The complete amplitude analysis and 
comparison with TN data will bc presented in detail elsewhere. 2 

Photoproduction of p” mesons is considered to bc a good example3 of a 
mainly diffractive process at high elKTgiCX3, like TN or yN elastic scattering. 
Within VDM3 one pictures the reaction yp + pop as po l’elastict’ scattering. 
It implies: 

(1) 

(The VDX constant y2/4,: from the e + - storage ring experiments4 is e 
~0.64.) The p O de&y serves as a good analyzer for the polarization st.ate 
of the “elastically” scattered particle. 

The other diffractive-like processes, i.e., w - Alp or Kp -, Qp, etc., 
wil.1 not bc discussed here. They do no t seem to conserve s-channel helicity 
even approsimatfly, possibly because of the larger backgrounds or because 
of the required spin chat,.. “0s at the meson vertex, and are clrzrly in a 
separate category. 
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In earlier experiments5 it was shown that s-channel helicity is con- 
served in reaction (1) to within a very small fraction of the total intensity, 
for It1 < .4 GeV2. Gilman et a1.6 suggested that SEE is a property of --- 
Pomeron exchange. It is therefore of interest to closely examine t?le ampli- 
tude structure of reaction (l), estimate the Pomeron contribution to it and 
see to what extent the small observed non-SHC amplitudes could be part of 
the Pomeron exchange process. 

AMPLITUDE ANALYSIS 

Following the ideas of the Dual Absorptive Model7 (DAM) the question 
of the amplitude structure of the Pomeron and Regge exchanges has received 
considerable attention. In general the SIIC Pomeron amplitude was shown7 
to have a flat distribution in impact parameter space and the Regge exchanges 
(f”, A2) to be peripheral (i. e. , peaked at radius of N 1 fermi). Davie@ re- 
cently analyzed the sum of tip and n-p elastic scattering cross sections and 
has shown that it is nicely explained by P and fo exchanges, within DAM. I 
would like to show here that also photon initiated processes can be analyzed 
in the same way and that t,he resulting2 
those obtained8 for 7rp scattering. 

SlIC -amplitudes look very similar to 

As a way to estimate the magnitudes of different exchange contributions 
in photoproduction, we may use the energy dependence of us and gT(rn) 
and from it separate the contributin, 0‘ exchanges to forward Compton scatter- 
ing. Ry VDMp” photoproduction in the reaction ~3 -+ ‘p should bc related 
to Compton scattering. A recent compilation of Wolf B gave the following 
results: 

Im f(w-w&, m,(yp) = c -HI! 
P P’ 

s-1’2+ c! 
A2 

s-3-/2 (2) 

Cp = (97.4*1.9)~“b, Cp, = (78*7)pb*GeV, 
cA2 

= (17 i 3) pb. GeV . 

Since on1.y l/2 of the A2 exchange is expected (by SU(3)) to be present in 
n> -+ pop we may safely neglect it and analyze reaction (1) in terms of P and 
P’(fO) exchanges only. 

In the following we assume P-exchange to be pure imaginary, and write 

g(yp--pop)= IP(t)-kf(t)12 M lP(t)12+2P(t) Imf(t) (3) 

where we have neglected in (3) the If(t) 1 2 term (this i.s justified, by (2) 
above, for energies above N 5 GeV). In the DAM analysis - 7-g P(t) and 
Imf(t) are approximated to be of the form: 

P(t) = i Ap exp(Bpt) 

Af Imf(t) = - exp(Rft) J,(RJt) 
& 

(4) 
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where the p exchange radius is taken7~8 to be r N 1 fermi (5 GeV-1). s in 
(4) is expressed in GeV2. We thus have, within the framework of DAM, a 
complete description of the s-channel hclicity conserving part of reaction (I). 
As was shownl experimentally, reaction (1) is LSI~C to a 98% level in t,he in- 
tensity. Thus we may fit directly its dg/di: to Eys. (3) and (4) and obtain the 
Pomeron and f” exchange parameters. 

In the analysis2 we have used the data of the laser135 experiments 
(paramcterization cross sections) and Anderson et al. , 10 which were shown 
to agree for E < 9 GeV. In the fits A and Af were assumed to be s- 
independent a&l-IS and Rf were deterkkncd at each E . 

& 
More details are 

given in Ref. 2. e obtain excellent fits to all existi$g data between 5 and 
18 GeV and samples of these are shown in Fig. 1. The resulting Pomeron 

0 0.4 0.0 1.2 0 0.4 0.8 I.2 

-t (GeV2) -t (GeV2) ,,o>,, 

Fig. 1.. Fits of cl~/dt or” p” photoproduction and 
Compton scattering to sum of P and i? exchange 
utilizing DAM. 
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exchange slopes B are given in Fi.g. 2 and one clearly observes the shrink- 
age of the Pomerog amplitude with s in a. wtiy similar to the results of 

’ YP ----POP 
0 YP--YP 
0 YP --+P 

OL II- ---I--- 
0 5 IO 20 30 

S (GeV2) ,,a,., 

Daker. 8 We ha.ve repeated the 
analysis also for Compton scatter- 
ing,ll %p -* ~1, utilizing Cp, Cp, 
and CA 

t 
of relation (2) for the co- 

efficien s A in (4.) and combining the 
A2 and fo exchange contributions 
(both are expected7 to have similar 
shapes). Some of the Compton fits 
are also shown in Fig. 1 and the 
corresponding slopes in Fig. 2. 
Again we notice good fits to the data 
a,nd agreements between the result- 
ing P-exchange slopes of p” photo- 
production and Compton scattering. 
Note also that. the Pomeron slopes 
calculatcdg for ~TN elastic scattering 
(dashed line in Fig. 2) are close to 
those WC obtain* and all. clearly 
suggest a shrinkage of the Pomeron 
proc?.uctioa distribution. Fi.nally, 
we show ‘in Fig. 2 the experimental 
slope parameters19 3 of +O photo- 
prod.1ction in the reaction xl-+ +op, 
obtained by fitting 

Fig. 2. P and fo exchange amplitude 
slopes as obtained from fits of dm/dt, 
Also shown +O photoprodnc tion slopes 
and the P-exchange slopes in 7rN scxt- 
tering (dashed line) from Ref. 8. 

As was pointed out by Avni, 9 again 
good agreement is obtained with a 
shrinkii~g Pomeron alone amd thus 
apparently we find an explanation 
to the known3 observation that, 

e” photoproducti.on has smaller &/dt slopes as compared with those of 
p” and CO. 

The fits are not very sensitive to the f-cschangc slopes, Bf, and thus the 
latter have large errors (see Fig. 2). Generally, also here we obtzin2 good 
agreement with the corresponding 7;.N resullss and the resulting slopes are 
consistent. with being linear in ln s. 

Finally, it is intcrcsting to point out th2t the: pnrameters Ap and Af that 
we obtain for reaction (1)) 7.6 3;: .5 and 10. 7 rf 1 pb l/2 Ge\7-1 

agree with the corrcspoiiding8 
respectivel.y, 

stant y /& with y2/4,==. 64. 
YI-N values when nml.tipliccl by the VDnl con- 

(For pop A and Af become 4.6 * .3 and 
6.4 rt .% mb1/2 C&VP-1 and for 7rp @ef. 8) &ey 
5.4+.5 mb1i2 GeV-1 

are 4. 82 :t . 14 and 
respectively.) Thus the a&ogy between photon in- 

duced processes and nN scattering is rather complete as lollg as we concern 
ourselves aith the SZC -nmplituclc~s. 
-------.-_.--- 
*The unccrkinty in determining po pho’,oproduction 1 

about a 107; systtmxtic error in the po slopes. 
cross sections brings 
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THE SHC VIOLATING AMPI,~TUDES 

The recent experimental results1 on p” photoproduction in t.he polarized 
photon experiments indicak clearly deviations from pure SIIC at the large 
It I. The natural parity exchange part of the density matrix elements for 

-yp -*pop are shon?l in Fig. 3 for three photon energies. ETien in the earlier 

YP-- PP” 

DENSITY MATRIX OF NATURAL PARITY CONTRIBUTION 
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Fig. 3. PJatural parity exchange density matzix elements in p” 
photoproduction. 

expctrinicnts3 at lower energies, 
Re pw from zero, 

deviations of the density matrix element 

the e$Yect as b- * 
are clearly visible (see Fig. 3). It is reasonablcl. to take 

cmg associated with p” photoproduction, rea.ction (l), and thus 
it shows deviations from SEIC which are either independent or weakly depend 
on Ey. (The effect is clearly visible only at high It I since in general single 
fli.p terms are expected to vanish near t=O like fi. ) 

In terms of the s-channel helici.ty amplitudes Tik at the y-p0 vertex the 
term Re pro can be written2 as: 
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where the sum i.s over the (suppressed) nucleon indices. By the results pre- 
sent& above and since the squares of all amplitudes are small compared 
with ITyl12 we may assume TYI 
Thus 

to be pure imaginary and du/dt N lTyl12. 

rnTiYl 
N 

IT111 

N C? 2 ReplO (6) 

Im Tyl (7) 

From Fig. 3 we see that the ratio (G) of flip to nonflip amplitudes seams to be 
about constant with energy and thus it is likely that the composition of the 
non-SIX terms is similar to t?lat of the h&city conserving terms derived 
above. Jlr Fig. 4 we show the results at an average Ey of 7 GeV and we see 

Tr-- 

A -rrN Elastic (I=0 Exchange) 

I1 

T’g. 4, Ratio of single flip to nonflip 
amplit.ude in TN scatterinq (6 GeV) 
and Im Tl&/IT~II N 2Repk in photo- 
production (average Ey = 7 ‘@eV). 

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
I tl (GeV2) ztoz.2 

that they arc LT ~imflar~~-I~ to the corresponding ones in q’ scattering at 
6 GeV/c. The t-dependence of the amplitudes, (7) above, is shown i.n. Fig. 5. 
Neither 7ip nor pp shows the characteristic Jl(R &t) structure which might 
be expected for Regge exchange72 9 (SW Fig. 5). 

Finally, I would like to compare the SIC violating terms in photoproduc - 
tion with the corresponding ones in n-nucleon scattering. In a recent12 anal- 
ysis of TN polarization data the following combination whi.ch isolates the I-O 
t-channel exchange was used: 

where Pt,-,O and d&,-,0 are respecti vcly the polarizations and cross secti.ons 
for 7,+ and x- elastic scatterings and r-’ charge-exchange (x-p-- sr’n). +&, +$‘- 
and 1 Fy+ I, 1 I’:- 1 are respectively the phases and absolute values of the I=0 
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exchange, s-channel h&city conserving md nucleon helicity flip amplitudes. 
It was argued in Ref. 12 that relation (8) seems experimentally to decrease 
like I@b and that this is a proof that SEIC is approached rapidly in t.he I:-0 
exchanie part of TN scattering. We disagree with this conclusion and note 
that (8) reduces to Re Fz-/ I F& I for the (reasonable) assumption that F&. 
is imaginary, while the large (Ref. 13) component of the flip term is 
Im F-y- and not Re F$-. Thus, in computing the analogue of (6) for 7rN scat- 
tering the va%c of In1 I?:-/ 1 F&. I or I Fz- 
obtainable13 

1 /I F” I 
from the very difficult spin corrc ation measurements. l+* 

should be used and this is 
How- 

ever, this is the only way to test SHC in TN scattering. In Ficr. 4 we show 
N” that at 6 GeV c there is complete agreement between 2 Re plo for reaction 

(1) and I F-t”- I/I FL I of TN scattering. l3, I4 

Finally, in Fig. 5 we show together with the w ---* pop non-SITC ampli- 
tude (7) the correspondinglones for the natural pari.ty exchange in w” photo- 

0 P0 
OW 

A (TN) x Jar;/r, 
5-6 GeV _ 5-6 GeV J 

IO-16 GeV 

I 

prdduction (rp --) up) and 
the TN amplitudes, scaled 
again by the VD?M factor 
y /JET. We note (a) the cd0 

R a plitudes arc smaller than 
(or equal to) the p” ones and 
therefore the non-SIX terms 
could not be due to A2 ex- 
change, which is expected, 
by SU(3), to be three times 
bigger for w” as compared 
with p” (the opposite is true 
for P or f” exchange). 
(b) Again there is agreement 
in magnitude between the s- 
channel helicity single flip 
terms of p” photoproduction 

.a.nd 7rN scattering when 
scal.cd by VDM, in exactly 
the same way as in the SI-IC 
amplitudes discussed above. 
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Fig. 5. Imaginary part of the single flip 
amplitudes (Im Tyo) in p” and w photopro- 
duction and I F$- I of TN scattering scaled 
by the VDM constant &q/r . (New ?TN 
data, Ref. 14. For clarity gurposes some 
error bars have been omitted.) 

We therefore conclude 
that the present experimen- 
tal evidence indicates exist- 
ence of small non--SIX terms 
for ItI -.2-.5 GeV2, in 
both TN scattering and p” 
photoproduction. The s and 
t dependence of these amyli- 
tudes indicates that they are 
not predominantly due to fo 
exchange. 

Note adcled after talk 
was glvcn: -‘-InXF< r ec ent 
preprints (Ref. 14) the 
Szlay group has published 
the results of the spin 
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correlation elxperiments in xp scattering at 6 and 16 GeV/c. The results 
are in good agreement with the photoproductionl results and support the 
conclusions that we summarized above. In particular, they obtain14 for 
the ItI range .2-.5 GeV2 IF0 
.085 f .02 at 16 GeV/c, 

+-I/IF&l = ,lO* ,015 at 6 GeV/c and 
inclictrllin g that. within errors noa-SHC amplitudes 

relative to SHC are energy independent (the new 71-p results14 are shown 
in Figs. 4 and 5). 

We arc grateful to our colleagues of the SLAC-Berkeley collaboration 
and. to Y. A\Q, M. Davier, and F. Gilman for very fruitful discussions on 
various topics related to this work, 
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